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Abstract 

 

Numerous security primitives depend on hard scientific issues. Utilizing hard AI issues for security is 

developing as an energizing new worldview, yet has been under-investigated. In this paper, we exhibit 

another security primitive in view of hard AI issues, to be specific, a novel group of graphical secret key 

frameworks based on top of Captcha innovation, which we call Captcha as graphical passwords (CaRP). 

CaRP is both a Captcha and a graphical secret key plan. CaRP addresses various security issues through 

and through, for example, internet speculating assaults, transfer assaults, and, if consolidated with double 

view innovations, shoulder-surfing assaults. Prominently, a CaRP secret key can be discovered just 

probabilistically via programmed internet speculating assaults regardless of the possibility that the 

watchword is in the inquiry set. CaRP additionally offers a novel way to deal with location the surely 

understood picture hotspot issue in mainstream graphical secret key frameworks, for example, PassPoints, 

that regularly prompts feeble watchword decisions. CaRP is not a panacea, but rather it offers sensible 

security and convenience and seems to fit well with some down to earth applications for enhancing online 

security. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Here we show another security primitive taking into account hard AI issues, to be specific, a 

novel group of graphical secret key frameworks based on top of Captcha innovation, which we 

call Captcha as graphical passwords (CaRP). CaRP is both a Captcha and a graphical watchword 

plan. CaRP addresses various security issues inside and out, for example, web speculating 

assaults, hand-off assaults, and, if joined with double view innovations, shoulder-surfing assaults. 

outstandingly, a CaRP watchword can be discovered just probabilistically via programmed web 

speculating assaults regardless of the possibility that the secret key is in the hunt set. CaRP 

additionally offers a novel way to deal with location the surely understood picture hotspot issue in 

mainstream graphical watchword systems, such as PassPoints, that frequently prompts frail secret 

key decisions. CaRP is not a panacea, but rather it offers sensible security and ease of use and 

seems to fit well with some useful applications for enhancing online security. 
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Security is most important in our daily life. CAPTCHA standing for “Completely Automated 

Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart”, is an automatic challenge-response test 

to distinguish between humans and machines. Captcha is used for protection against different 

attack i.e. bot. In image based Captcha is click based graphical passwords, where sequence of 

clicks on an image is used to derive a password. It provides protection against online dictionary 

attacks on password. In this for login every time click on images. Captcha can be applied on 

touch screen devices where on typing passwords is not more secure, especially for secure internet 

applications. 

In early system only text password is used which is very difficult to remember if enter a long 

password. If we use smaller password then it can be easily identify and we also use common 

password for many accounts so for that Image based Captcha provide more security during 

authentication 

 

2. Proposed system 

The proposed system is a three level security combination of graphical password using the 

technique cued click point and a one-time session key. It overcomes the existing system problems 

and enhances the authentication process. We have designed a new graphical password scheme, 

Pass-Go, in which a user selects intersections on a grid as a way to in- put a password. While 

offering an extremely large full password space (256 bits for the most basic scheme), our scheme 

provides acceptable usability, as empirically demonstrated by, to the best of our knowledge, the 

largest user study (167 subjects involved) on graphical passwords. Our scheme supports most 

application environments and input devices, rather than being limited to small mobile devices 

(PDAs), and can be used to derive cryptographic keys. We study the memorable password space 

and show the potential power of this scheme by exploring further improvements and variation 

mechanisms. 

 

Fig 1. User Registration 

 

 

Fig 2. Admin Validation 
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Fig 3. User Loginwith OTP Validation 

 

 

 

Fig 4. Image Uploading 

 

 

 

Fig 5. Image Downloading 
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3. Advantages of proposed system 

 The proposed system offers reasonable security and usability and appears to fit well with 

some practical applications for improving online security. This threat is widespread and 

considered as a top cyber security risk. 

 Defense against online dictionary attacks is a more subtle problem than it might appear. 

 When the data is entered it will check for its validity. Data can be entered with the help of 

screens. Appropriate messages are provided as when needed so that the user will not be in 

maize of instant. Thus the objective of input design is to create an input layout that is easy 

to follow 

 

4. Literature survey 

4.1. Graphical passwords: Learning from the first twelve years 

R. Biddle, et al. starting around 1999, a great many graphical password schemes have been 

proposed as alternatives to text-based password authentication. We provide a comprehensive 

overview of published research in the area, covering both usability and security aspects as well as 

system evaluation. The article first catalogues existing approaches, highlighting novel features of 

selected schemes and identifying key usability or security advantages. We then review usability 

requirements for knowledge-based authentication as they apply to graphical passwords, identify 

security threats that such systems must address and review known attacks, discuss 

methodological issues related to empirical evaluation, and identify areas for further research and 

improved methodology. 

4.2. Pass-Go: A proposal to improve the usability of graphical passwords 

Tao and Adams inspired by an old Chinese game, Go, we have designed a new graphical 

password scheme, Pass-Go, in which a user selects intersections on a grid as a way to in- put a 

password. While offering an extremely large full password space (256 bits for the most basic 

scheme), our scheme provides acceptable usability, as empirically demonstrated by, to the best of 

our knowledge, the largest user study (167 subjects involved) on graphical passwords, conducted 

in the fall semester of 2005 in two university classes. Our scheme supports most application 

environments and input devices, rather than being limited to small mobile devices (PDAs), and 

can be used to derive cryptographic keys. We study the memorable password space and show the 

potential power of this scheme by exploring further improvements and variation mechanisms. 

4.3. On predictive models and userdrawn graphical passwords 

Oorschot and Thorpe in commonplace text-based password schemes, users typically choose 

passwords that are easy to recall, exhibit patterns, and are thus vulnerable to brute-force 

dictionary attacks. This leads us to ask whether other types of passwords (e.g., graphical) are also 

vulnerable to dictionary attack because of users tending to choose memorable passwords. We 

suggest a method to predict and model a number of such classes for systems where passwords are 

created solely from a user's memory. We hypothesize that these classes define weak password 

subspaces suitable for an attack dictionary. For user-drawn graphical passwords, we apply this 

method with cognitive studies on visual recall. These cognitive studies motivate us to define a set 

of password complexity factors (e.g., reflective symmetry and stroke count), which define a set of 

classes. To better understand the size of these classes and, thus, how weak the password 

subspaces they define might be, we use the “Draw-A-Secret” (DAS) graphical password scheme 

of Jermyn et al. [1999] as an example. We analyze the size of these classes for DAS under 

convenient parameter choices and show that they can be combined to define apparently popular 
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subspaces that have bit sizes ranging from 31 to 41—a surprisingly small proportion of the full 

password space (58 bits). Our results quantitatively support suggestions that user-drawn graphical 

password systems employ measures, such as graphical password rules or guidelines and proactive 

password checking. 

5. Architecture of proposed system 

The  following figure depicts the system architecture of the proposed system. 

 

    Fig 6.Architecture of Proposed System. 

 

6. Conclusion 

We have proposed CaRP, another security primitive depending on unsolved hard AI issues. 

CaRP is both a Captcha and a graphical secret word plan. The thought of CaRP presents 

another group of graphical passwords, which receives another way to deal with counter web 

speculating assaults: another CaRP picture, which is additionally a Captcha test, is utilized for 

each login endeavor to make trials of a web speculating assault computationally free of one 

another. A watchword of CaRP can be discovered just probabilistically via programmed 

internet speculating assaults including savage power assaults, a sought security property that 

other graphical secret word plans need. Hotspots in CaRP pictures can never again be abused 

to mount programmed internet speculating assaults, an inborn defenselessness in numerous 

graphical secret word frameworks. CaRP powers enemies to fall back on fundamentally less 

productive and significantly more expensive human based assaults. Notwithstanding offering 

assurance from internet speculating assaults, CaRP is additionally impervious to Captcha 

transfer assaults, and if joined with double view technologies, shoulder-surfing assaults. 

CaRP can likewise lessen spam messages sent from a Web email administration. 
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